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Cinco de Mayo symposium

In observance of Cinco de Mayo, Mexican-American students of California State College, San Bernardino are arranging a symposium to take place Tuesday, May 5, at 10:30 in PS 150. Arrangements to secure the Mexican-American leaders for the program are being made by members of M.E.C.H.A., a Chicano student organization, under the direction of Ana Torres, president.

Speakers will include: Ricardo Oviedo, executive director of the Social Action Research Center, Washington, D. C.; Saul Loyos, executive director of the Rural Development Corp.; Coachella; the Rev. Manuel Guillin, pastor of Christ the King Church, San Bernardino; Enrique Ramirez, student at the University of California, Riverside, and Bart Osuna, founder of the Mexican-American Political Assn. (MAPA).

Guillin also maintains an office in San Francisco, will speak on the general theme for the symposium, "The Chicano in a White Society." The grape strike and boycott will be covered by Loyos.

Father Guillin, who also is chairman of La Confederacion of Mexican-American Organizations, will speak about the Catholic Church and the Movement. Student efforts will be reported.

Emergency Senate but no quorum

Marlin Brown, President of the Associated Student Body Senate, called an emergency meeting for 8:00 p.m., Wednesday, April 29. The meeting was to consider funds for a trip to Texas Southern University by members of the Black Students Union.

Ron Blakely, Chairman of the BSU, spoke to the assembly stating that he felt the "AS Senate was handling the Black students." He also stated that the Black students were being made "to sit back" by the Senate, that the "Senate could be militant."

Marlin Brown explained that the problem was one of procedure and state law, in that the previously promised funds from the ASB treasury had not been legal and that Senate action was necessary to make the funds available.

Mr. Blakely and other members of the BSU then explained that the trip was an educational endeavor and pointed out some benefits that would accrue to CSUSB as a result of the trip.

Although the meeting was well attended by interested parties the Senate failed to meet the required quorum. A petition of Senators was drawn up with the hope of attaining the required signatures in time to make the trip possible. The petition, if approved, would allow funds currently available to the Community Unit in the Educational Fund to be transferred to the Travel Fund. The funds would then be dispersed from Travel fund in the amounts of approximately $260 to the BSU to be used for the trip.

Resolution Prohibits War Expansion

LOS ANGELES - A congressional resolution prohibiting American expansion of the war in Cambodia was passed Tuesday (4/29) by Rep. Richard Tunney, D-California.

Tunney, said his resolution "speaks to the U.S. from falling yet another Asian quagmire."

** Bar U.S. troops, advisors from other combat missions in Cambodia without specific consent of Congress.
** Prohibit U.S. pilots from flying combat missions in Cambodia without specific consent of Congress.
** Urge the Administration to present the U.N. Security Council into emergency session to preserve the neutrality of Cambodia.

If, as President Nixon said, the U.S. has an 'overriding interest' in preserving the neutrality of Cambodia, then the Administration should preserve neutrality not with guns and troops, but by getting other major powers to guarantee such neutrality with diplomatic pressure," Tunney said.

Tunney, a member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, said he protests the Administration's apparent "vital" appeal to the Congress to move "or to the American people" as further involvement in the Cambodian conflict is considered at the White House.

Tunney said he would rather see the Administration eager to adjust a U.S. peacekeeping force to the explosive situation in Cambodia."

McDaniels speech reviewed

By MICHAEL ZLAKET

Wednesday, April 21 at high noon in the free speech area of the quad, Ed McDaniels, a black candidate for the 3rd Assembly District seat, addressed a crowd of more than one hundred students. His appearance was sponsored by the CSUSB chapter of the Young Democrats.

Mr. McDaniels is originally from Palm Springs. He has been a lawyer for the past ten years, and is currently in practice in San Bernardino. The Assembly seat which he seeks is now held by Jerry Lewis, a Republican.

With regards to specific issues, Ed McDaniels felt that California's multi-tax districts should be eliminated. He stated that these districts overlap each other and are thus masterful and inefficient. As an example, we have airway, sewage, supervisor, and a multitude of other tax districts.

The voting age, said Mr. McDaniels, should be lowered to 18, although if the Assembly lowered it only to 19, as they are seeking to do in a current bill, he will vote to keep the 18 voting age.

More radical change, Joyce Wilson comments, is relative conservative in that she would like to see the family unit preserved and a continuation of marriage. She does not feel that women need completely cut themselves off from the larger social order as human beings - with rights, personalities, needs, and thoughts of their own. Equality of the sexes is necessary for the present.

Equality of the sexes

On Thursday, April 23rd, Dr. David Flint, his wife, Dr. Joyce Flint, and Mr. William Haney presented a program entitled "Some Implications of Women's Rights Case Laws." The program was sponsored by the Lectures and Public Affairs Committee. Dr. Joyce Flint, who teaches in the English Department at Cal State, Los Angeles, spoke first on the changing role of women. This commentary left us in the news, as the Joyce pointed out, but some of the results of the change are new and we are in a period of even more radical change.

Dr. Wilson to speak

Dr. O. Meredith Wilson, Director of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, California, and former president of the University of Minnesota and University of Oregon, will give the commencement address at CSUSB June 12.

Dr. Wilson received his A.B. from Brigham Young University and studied at the University of London and University of Heidelberg. He received his Ph.D. from U.C. Berkeley in his work in addition to holding honorary degrees from 16 colleges. Dr. Wilson has served as secretaries-treasurer of Ford Foundation Fund of Advanced Education, and is the co-author of the book, "The People Shall Judge," in addition to numerous articles.

Commencement exercises will begin at 8 p.m., Saturday, June 13, in the Gymnasium.

Bills to correct discrimination

A series of bills, designed to correct the pattern of discrimination against women in our higher educational institutions, was introduced in the State Senate.

In recent study of the faculty of Political Science Departments in all of California, it was established that 30% of full professors at any University of California campus. This is notable in that in 1965 alone, 12% of the awarded Ph.D.s in Political Science went to women. The statistics prove the trend.

Graduates do not want to be lecturers, teaching assistants and other badly paid, low prestige jobs.
It seems that each group has become immersed in its own movement. What often causes fires in the first place.

Aesthetically pleasing. This seems a much more humane solution than what was totally eliminated. We would miss the sight of the red sun shining through the aluminum icicles on them. It's all that they know. So it seems valid to wonder if they have been successful in eliminating smog or preventing forest fires. The problem at once seems two-fold: to eliminate the forces and to maintain the woodland beauty. Since fire requires a combustible substance and oxygen to burn, removing either of these eliminates the threat of fire. Although man seems successful at eliminating oxygen (to replace it with smog), the simpler task would be to remove the combustible substance (i.e., the trees). Certain skeptics might say that this is exactly what fire and smog accomplishes but with one qualification — it is done without the aid of combustible substances. Synthetic trees are not new. Many people are familiar with plastic Christmas trees. It is a whole world of plastic... We live in a totally discriminatory society. People have divided into groups of social protest, blacks, chicanos, females, males, "long hairs." But what will it be? Nothing can be achieved by any group if they maintain a shroud of purpose. A space is open, waiting and wanting. Communication directly against discrimination. The problem is that people aren't together. The first pattern we witness in the world of disease is of two areas — the industrially advanced and the tropics. The immediate difference lies in the health problems. No country is immune to all of the diseases. On the contrary, there is a very even race throughout the world today. There are five major categories of diseases; childhood, respiratory, infectious, circulatory and cancer and digestive. The average country is plagued with at least three of these. The three most severe diseases of North America are those of childhood, circulatory, and cancer and digestive. Although childhood diseases are not as severe throughout the United States and Canada they are one of the chief causes of death in Mexico and Central America. The infant mortality rate is closely related to the standard of living — the more advanced the country, the lesser the mortality rate. Circulatory, cancer and digestive diseases are the backlashes from modern man's technological advancements such as with foods, transportation, (monstrosities on wheels) etc. The fatty foods and easy life are the prime factors for the circulatory diseases; but where exactly lies the origin of cancer is still a mystery. All that can be said of it is that it is caused by complex conditions which involve some malfunctions of the genetic mechanism of the cell. What are man's chances of seeking out these complexed networks of causes? In my speculation, it is like finding a needle in a haystack before noon.

Maxle Gossett, said, "What this school needs is to quit trying to concentrate on having a good time. People are people, and can do nothing more and definitely nothing less."

We live in a totally discriminatory society. People have divided into groups of social protest, blacks, chicanos, females, males, "long hairs." It seems that each group has become immersed in its own movement against discrimination. The problem is that people aren't together. Nothing can be achieved by any group if they maintain a shroud of silence. Change can only be made through communication. The newspaper is this communication. It can be used to attack, to express, or to condemn. An Open Forum has been designed for this purpose. A space is open, waiting and wanting. Communication directly from student to others is now possible. The space can be used for free expression, will it be?

Notice:
A suggestion letter to the editor/news items/ open forum/what-have-you box has been made in the Pawprint office. It is located by the door and identified by an open forum sign. All copy should be left in this box, or handed personally to a Pawprint staff member. The Pawprint cannot be responsible for articles left lying around in the office.
Editorial

As Earth Day becomes history, it is necessary that we remind ourselves of the need for a constant every day awareness that our spaceship earth needs much more than just a one day publicity push. It needs help. More and more, scientists are becoming aware that our earth cannot handle the population fall-out we've been dumping on it, in it, and around it.

The pictures on this page are only to show the beauty and uniqueness of our living environment we are surely losing. Just as our American forefathers destroyed to extinction 3 billion passenger pidgeons, we are destroying all of our natural surroundings. From the coyote attempting to survive on our campus (note arrow) to the trees standing dead in the San Bernardino Mountains, we are losing it all.

I lament these losses, but they are only a beginning. As we proceed to double our population, individual freedom will become a thing of the past. Let us continue in our present course, and the terms "Quality Living" and "Affluent Society" will become bitter jokes.

The time for action is passed, but man has always been a dreamer. If you dream of a future, any future, then begin to get knowledgable. Find out what happened to the passenger pigeon. Learn of man's stupidity that created the dust bowl. Investigate the farce of Lake Powell. You'll have to dig for the information. We have a way of converting and ignoring our mistakes.

When you've done these things and know that smog and water pollution are only part of what's happening. When you know that man may well be changing, for better or for worse, his entire environment and that he is doing it in near total ignorance, then get involved.

And if you don't know where to start, try the Z.P.G.
D. B.
Retired Teacher Makes Dough

By DANE BARThOLoW

In this commercialized world we live in, where life can never be complete unless you use the proper toothpaste and wash with an antipimples soap, Gina's is a relief. Not to suggest that the people at Gina's don't have white teeth or that they have B.O., but Gina's is a real kind of place. What is Gina's? Well, in the words of Joseph Luongo, owner, head cook, and a reformed high school mathematics teacher, Gina's is an "Italian Kitchen.

Gina's is also a place where the pizza is made not manufactured (The Pizza dough is made fresh from the oven every day). Gina's is the experience.

Joseph and Gina Luongo took pride in their Italian kitchen. Once Mrs. Luongo finished casting about for being a maverick, student, you'll find her to be a good homemaker and a very nice person. In her words, "What I understand, we're all flesh and blood."

The flavor of Gina's is fresh and counteract the atmosphere kindly.

More McDaniels

(Continued from page 1)

More McDaniels

(Continued from page 1) Would go along with that, but with total enthusiasm. He believes for a start that GPA should be done not by destroying a person, but by solving the problem. California's criminal laws are in great need of overhaul, felt Mr. McDaniels. Capital punishment does not serve as a deterrent to crime, as it was intended to do, and thus should be abolished, he believes. Punishment for marijuana should be far more lenient than it presently is, however, with drugs like LSD and heroin, the situation is different, for those latter two drugs are far more dangerous and harmful that marijuana. He believes that the punishment for those drugs should be that of the possessor.

Mr. McDaniel's believes that he himself is a good homemaker and a very nice person. In his words, "What I understand, we're all flesh and blood."

The flavor of Gina's is fresh and counteract the atmosphere kindly.
WINTER GRADUATES RECEIVE DEGREES

Dr. Petrucci Interviewed

Dr. Ralph H. Petrucci is the chairman of CSUSB's Natural Sciences Division. He has held that position since 1966. He came here in 1964, one year before CSUSB opened; from then until 1966, he worked, with Dr. Scherba, who is now the Vice President of Student Affairs, on building plans and CSUSB's science curriculum.

Dr. Petrucci, a native of Schenectady, New York, earned his B.A. degree in 1950 from Union College. In 1954, he received his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin. His major interest was physical chemistry.

After he completed his graduate work, Dr. Petrucci taught first at Montana State College and then at the University of California, Berkeley. In 1964, he was selected to head the chemistry program for CSUSB.

At the conclusion of the winter quarter, California State University, San Bernardino awarded bachelor's degrees to 40 seniors. Forty-three percent have continued at the college in the spring semester, along with 15 of the 21 enrolled in the teacher credential program.

The degrees were awarded with honors to four persons, with one woman receiving highest honors and one person receiving a divisional honor roll in the final quarter of their undergraduate work, four on the dean's list with a grade-point average and two with a straight A average (4.0). Because the college has no mid-year commencement exercises, these students will be eligible to participate in the June 12 ceremonies.

Winter graduates include:

- FROM SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY

  BARSTOW — Karl E. Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1633 Sunset; 1963 graduate of Barstow High School and former student at Barstow College, the English major is now in the English credential program at CSUSB.

  — Raymon Navarro, 491 South First St.; son of Mrs. Gregoria Higuera; 1391 Constitution; 1964 graduate of Calexico Union High School.

-HIGHLAND — Mrs. Marton S. (Richard) Brosnahan; graduated with Praxis; graduated with honors; English major, graduate of Colton Union High School; 1967 graduate of Colton High, former student at San Bernardino Valley College; history major, enrolled in teacher credential program at CSUSB.

- REDLANDS — Ramon Navarro, 491 South First St.; son of Mrs. Gregoria Higuera; 1391 Constitution; 1964 graduate of Calexico Union High School.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Mrs. Gail C. Bakker, 3036 Stoddard; music major; now enrolled in teacher credential program, graduate of San Bernardino High and earlier attended SBVC and UCSB.

- SAN BERNARDINO — Mrs. Mary H. Jenkins, 6236 Elmhurst Rd.; history major; 1965 graduate of Pacific High, 1963 graduate of SBVC.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Mrs. Dorothy E. Crome, 5717 Edgemont Dr.; history major, now working graduate at CSUSB; 1966 graduate of Pacific. — Mrs. Louise L. (Dennis) Kapling, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Sandahl, 4024 Louise St.; biology major; 1965 graduate of St. Bernard's.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Scott Krause, 235 E. 19th; son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1633 Sunset; 1963 graduate of Barstow High School and former student at Barstow College, the English major is now in the English credential program at CSUSB.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Teresa M. Kafka, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Kafka, 1475 Eucalyptus; 1965 graduate of Redlands High; a sociology major, she is preparing to be an elementary teacher candidate in the credential program at CSUSB.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Jeffrey L. Hulbrock, 9064 Mango St.; 1963 graduate of Colton High, former student at San Bernardino Valley College; science major, now enrolled in teacher credential program at CSUSB.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Catherine A. McFarland, 1283 Belle St.; English major, in teacher credential program, major, 1965 graduate of San Bernardino High, earlier attended SBVC.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Scott Krause, 235 E. 19th; son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1633 Sunset; 1963 graduate of Barstow High School and former student at Barstow College, the English major is now in the English credential program at CSUSB.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Mrs. Dorothy E. Crome, 5717 Edgemont Dr.; history major, now working graduate at CSUSB; 1966 graduate of Pacific. — Mrs. Louise L. (Dennis) Kapling, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Sandahl, 4024 Louise St.; biology major; 1965 graduate of St. Bernard's.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Scott Krause, 235 E. 19th; son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1633 Sunset; 1963 graduate of Barstow High School and former student at Barstow College, the English major is now in the English credential program at CSUSB.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Mrs. Dorothy E. Crome, 5717 Edgemont Dr.; history major, now working graduate at CSUSB; 1966 graduate of Pacific. — Mrs. Louise L. (Dennis) Kapling, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Sandahl, 4024 Louise St.; biology major; 1965 graduate of St. Bernard's.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Scott Krause, 235 E. 19th; son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1633 Sunset; 1963 graduate of Barstow High School and former student at Barstow College, the English major is now in the English credential program at CSUSB.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Mrs. Dorothy E. Crome, 5717 Edgemont Dr.; history major, now working graduate at CSUSB; 1966 graduate of Pacific. — Mrs. Louise L. (Dennis) Kapling, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Sandahl, 4024 Louise St.; biology major; 1965 graduate of St. Bernard's.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Scott Krause, 235 E. 19th; son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1633 Sunset; 1963 graduate of Barstow High School and former student at Barstow College, the English major is now in the English credential program at CSUSB.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Mrs. Dorothy E. Crome, 5717 Edgemont Dr.; history major, now working graduate at CSUSB; 1966 graduate of Pacific. — Mrs. Louise L. (Dennis) Kapling, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Sandahl, 4024 Louise St.; biology major; 1965 graduate of St. Bernard's.

-SAN BERNARDINO — Scott Krause, 235 E. 19th; son of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Johnson, 1633 Sunset; 1963 graduate of Barstow High School and former student at Barstow College, the English major is now in the English credential program at CSUSB.
School Finance Conference
To Be Held Here

One of California’s most critical problems, financing of public schools, will be analyzed from various angles during a two-day, public conference, Saturday, May 2, at California State College – San Bernadino.

The chairman of the Assembly Education Committee, Victor Roach, D-Granada Hills, called for and directed two speakers and spokesmen for school administrators, teachers and pupils to approach the problem from their viewpoints.

The conference will be held in the Presidential Building on campus, opening with registration and coffee at 8:30 a.m. and the initial session at 9:00 a.m. A buffet luncheon will be served in the college cafeteria at noon.

Registration form and application for the registration luncheon fee must be received not later than 5 p.m. on Friday, April 30.

Evidences of a real “crisis” will be presented by two speakers and a panel of school superintendents.

The state-local relations in California public education, with particular emphasis on long-range trends in law and finance, will be discussed by Dr. Erick J. Lindman, professor of education, UCLA, and “one of the most knowledgeable persons in California in the subject of educational finance,” said Dr. Roach.

The conference will be held in the Presidential Building on campus, opening with registration and coffee at 8:30 a.m. and the initial session at 9:00 a.m. A buffet luncheon will be served in the college cafeteria at noon.

Registration form and application for the registration luncheon fee must be received not later than 5 p.m. on Friday, April 30.

Evidences of a real “crisis” will be presented by two speakers and a panel of school superintendents.

The state-local relations in California public education, with particular emphasis on long-range trends in law and finance, will be discussed by Dr. Erick J. Lindman, professor of education, UCLA, and “one of the most knowledgeable persons in California in the subject of educational finance,” said Dr. Roach.

The conference will be held in the Presidential Building on campus, opening with registration and coffee at 8:30 a.m. and the initial session at 9:00 a.m. A buffet luncheon will be served in the college cafeteria at noon.

Registration form and application for the registration luncheon fee must be received not later than 5 p.m. on Friday, April 30.

Evidences of a real “crisis” will be presented by two speakers and a panel of school superintendents.

The state-local relations in California public education, with particular emphasis on long-range trends in law and finance, will be discussed by Dr. Erick J. Lindman, professor of education, UCLA, and “one of the most knowledgeable persons in California in the subject of educational finance,” said Dr. Roach.

The conference will be held in the Presidential Building on campus, opening with registration and coffee at 8:30 a.m. and the initial session at 9:00 a.m. A buffet luncheon will be served in the college cafeteria at noon.

Registration form and application for the registration luncheon fee must be received not later than 5 p.m. on Friday, April 30.
Two great Frenchmen, past and present.

François Rabelais, and Jean-Louis Barrault.

Barrault, the modern, brings his spectacle, "Rabelais," to The Music Center's Ahmanson Theatre May 11 through 16. He also will star in the production, which features some 30 actors and actresses of the Compagnie Renaud-Barrault, presented by Bert Kleinman in association with Melvin Kaplan, Inc.

"Rabelais," which will open in New York after its Los Angeles engagement, was formed into a present. And Jean-Louis Barrault. Elysee-Montmartre. The play is described as "A Dramatic Game in Two Parts" taken from the five books (Gargantua and Pantagruel) of François Rabelais, and utilizes voices of today's modern theatre — speech, pantomime, drama, ballet, song, comedy, musical extravaganza, special effects and music, both classic and rock.

The production, in motif ranging from modern to the 16th Century Renaissance, was designed by Matias. The music is by Michel Polnareff, choreography by Velerie Camille, and music arrangements by Jean Claudine.

François Rabelais was a Renaissance man. Born in Chinon around 1495, he was educated first as a Franciscan monk, later transferring in 1524 to the Benedictine order. In approximately 1530 he left the religious for civil life, studying medicine. Shortly, he became a physician. In 1550, he published a cadaver, wrote his first creative work, Book II; sired a son; rejoined the Benedictines; practiced medicine and continued to write. He died in 1553, but before many of his essays writings were already condemned.

The five books, "Gargantua and Pantagruel," reflect some thirty years of Rabelais' and the world's intriguing life. It was in age of discovery and exploration, of ideological-religious warfare, of material and intellectual issues, it was a time not unlike the present. "Rabelais" will be performed over with music on Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.

More Of Maxie

(continued from page 2)
Women of the year to be chosen

By MICHAEL ZLAKET

Theda Pui Omoea, a girl's service sorority at CSUSB, is sponsoring its annual project, "Senior Women of the Year, CSUSB."

Spring Cookout Planned

This year's annual Spring cookout will be Sunday, May 17. The fun begins at noon when the pool will open, as well as the tennis and volleyball courts. Also, the clubs on campus will be presenting a Spring Carnival. The feed begins at 5 o'clock. The menu includes roast beef sandwiches, com on the cob and fruit salad. There will be fun and good food for all. Tickets are: $1.00 for students, $1.25 for faculty, administration and guests; and $0.75 for children. Ticket sales begin this week in the free speech area, 11:00 a.m. — 1:00 p.m. or through the Physical Education Department. The current sports in progress are, Sandball and handball. Additional activities planned for Spring include golf, tennis, swimming, and table tennis tournaments.

Intramural Activities

Competitive intramural activities are available to students, faculty, and staff of both sexes through the Physical Education Department. The current sports in progress are, Sandball and handball. Additional activities planned for Spring include golf, tennis, swimming, and table tennis tournaments.

Handball and Paddleball tournaments underway

By MICHAEL ZLAKET

The 1970 CSUSB Intramural Handball and Paddleball tournaments are now under way. The competition started last Tuesday.

Handball is played by hitting a small rubber ball with your hand. Paddleball is played the same way, with the exception that the ball must hit a wooden paddle. The object of this game is to hit the ball against a wall so that the opponent cannot return it, at least not on the first bounce.

There are two forms of handball: one-wall and four-walls. Our intramural team play the latter form. Four-wall handball is played on a court that is 46 feet long and 23 feet wide. It is surrounded by three walls 23 feet high and a back wall 10 feet high. The server, after being introduced by the player, the server, serves the ball from the service line, 16 feet from the front wall. A serve is not valid unless the server has bounded the ball onto, either off the floor or one of the walls, and hits it so that it will strike the wall without bouncing. If the server’s foot is on the line, the ball must be served over the line. If the serve goes out or if the opponent must hit the ball before it bounces, or after no more than one bounce, so that the ball strikes the wall on the fly and stays within the court. The competition continues until one of the players fails to return the ball to the wall on the fly or hits it out of the court. If the server fails to return the ball on the fly or hits it out of the court, the opponent may return it, he gains one point. The first side to get 21 points wins the game; however, if the score is tied 20-20, the game continues until one side receives 21 points and wins the other.

Though handball is a strenuous sport, it helps develop one’s arm and leg muscles. M. French had been playing handball in Ireland more than 800 years ago. It was first played in the United States in 1913. Handball is expected to continue in popularity ever since then.

Here at CSUSB, the number of entries for a round robin handball tournament has increased considerably over the past two years; there are 26 entries for a round robin tournament this year, which has increased from 7 in 1968 to 17 in 1970. If you would like some real competition, please contact the Physical Education Department.

More Women

(Continued from page 1)

Senate Bill 907 requires that State College Trustees immediately begin using compensatory hiring to integrate women into faculty, administration and support staff. Senate Bill 1203 calls on the U.S. Regents to do the same.

Senate Bill 908 asks that the student body of each State College Graduate School more nearly reflect the percentage of women in California and that sufficient financial aid and scholarships be set apart for this purpose. Senate Bill 1147 makes the same request of the U.C. Graduate Schools.

Senate Bill 1072 requires that the Trustees set up free, full time, day care centers for the children of male and female students, faculty, and staff. Such centers will employ student help and will give course credit for development and training programs. Senate Bill 1148 will provide day care centers at the University.

Senate Bill 1072 requires that school boards adopt for use in elementary schools, textbooks which portray men and women functioning in all roles, including professional career and executive and which do not include stereotyped images of either sex. Senate Bill 1107 requires that the California Coordinating Council for Higher Education immediately hire women staff members. S.C.R. 54 calls on those with appointing powers to increase the 16% from 1970 of the vacancies occurring in 1970 with women appointees.

Are you travelling to EUROPE?

Bookings are now being accepted for any of the 3000 Inteerstudent travelogues. For further details, you may contact the International Student Exchange Program, 801 Woodland Blvd., Irvine, California 92714, or John W. Bevan, Ltd., Los Angeles. For the booklets containing travelogues and application forms for flights and the International Student Exchange Program, please call (714) 550-774 for postage and handling.

JET CHARTERS: LA., 9100-1; R.T. $299
3-19-48, ONEWAY, $139
Ask for free travel advice Dr. M. French (213) 272-8081 c.o. 9-4, ONEWAY, $139
Coordinator: Prof. Paul S. Raphael, 4226 La Beach Blvd., Beverly Hills, 90212
JET L.A., 9100-4; R.T. $299
HALF FARE for children on flight 6-18/9-8
9-4, ONEWAY, $139
JET CHARTERS: LA., 9100-1; R.T. $299
3-19-48, ONEWAY, $139
Ask for free travel advice Dr. M. French (213) 272-8081 c.o. 9-4, ONEWAY, $139
Coordinator: Prof. Paul S. Raphael, 4226 La Beach Blvd., Beverly Hills, 90212
JET CHARTERS: LA., 9100-4; R.T. $299
HALF FARE for children on flight 6-18/9-8
9-4, ONEWAY, $139